Christopher
McCourt
Call: 1993
Email: cmccourt@1kbw.co.uk
Telephone: 020 7936 1500
Specialises in:
Finance
Professional Negligence
Private FDR
Direct Access

‘Immensely bright, hard working, reliable and definitely preferable to
have him on your side in court as opposed to against you.’

Christopher is a busy specialist family finance practitioner. He is ranked as a leading
practitioner by Legal 500 and noted for his diligent and meticulous preparation (‘he deploys
meticulous case preparation’ 2017) and skills as an advocate.

He is sought after as a specialist professional negligence practitioner in the field of financial
remedies law acting for both claimants and defendants.

Finance
Christopher qualified as a commercial finance solicitor at Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer
before joining the Bar and specialising in family finance. He is a highly regarded and sought
after leading finance junior and is consistently recommended in the Law Directories. A
magic circle family partner recently said of him ‘Immensely bright, hard working, reliable
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and definitely preferable to have him on your side in court as opposed to against you.’. He is
both tenacious and charming and very astute to what is needed in order to secure what is
needed for the client.

Very recently acted in the Mason case (high profile media interest Jan 2019) where the
instructing partner on the case described him as “absolutely brilliant” and “one of the most
able barristers I have worked with in my many years in practice”.

Otherwise referred to as:

“an extremely able and tenacious advocate”

“a very forceful advocate and brilliant cross examiner”

“an intelligent manner that translates very well with judges”

“a genial manner combined with a steely resolve”

“a real pleasure to work with. Always my number 1 choice in financial cases”

Professional Negligence
Christopher has a particular expertise in handling professional negligence claims brought
against barristers, solicitors and accountants in the area of family law. He is regularly
instructed by claimants, defendants and insurers.

“uniquely placed to advise on matrimonial finance claims by reason of his day to day
practice in the family courts undertaking family financial work”

“really bright and very good at tailoring his advice to clients”

“fantastic advocate. Very thorough. Extremely good cross examiner”
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“an absolute dream to work with”.

“Christopher was recommended to me following my securing a negative advice on merits
from the specialist professional negligence set that I regularly use. Because of his expertise
in matrimonial finance Christopher re-cast my client’s claims which led to a significant 6
figure settlement in mediation”

Private FDR
Christopher is qualified to accept private FDRs instructions.

Direct Access
Christopher acts regularly for clients on a direct access basis and has a considerable wealth
of experience in assisting clients to meet their goals. He is very approachable and flexible to
meeting the diverse needs of direct access clients.

“Thank you Christopher for helping me to secure a secure financial future against all the
odds”

“Christopher was brilliant in court and brilliant in cross-examination”.

“I would have paid to be able to film you cross examining my husband so as to be able to rewatch again and again”

“I had instructed solicitors for near 2 years and was on the verge of giving up before a
friend recommended that I contact Christopher. After one meeting with him my resolve had
returned and as a result of the advice he gave me and the paperwork he did on my behalf I
have my life back and am secure for the future”.
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‘a quite brilliant advocate’ ‘a forceful and tenacious advocate’
‘immensely good with clients’ ‘second to none in terms of case
preparation’
REPUTATION & AWARDS

‘ An experienced advocate. ’ – Legal 500, 2020

Education
Worth School
Nottingham University (LLB Hons)
Admitted as a Solicitor (1989) – practice at Freshfields
Admitted to the Bar (1993)

Professional Memberships
Family Law Bar Association
Professional Negligence Bar Association
Professional Negligence Lawyers Association – specialist

Languages
French (fluent)
Spanish (working)

Privacy Notice
Please click here
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